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New Classical, Ambient, and Fantasy music. Mystical romantic full-orchestral music representing lives

and emotions of the elves, in a serious and breathtakingly beautiful way. 11 MP3 Songs NEW AGE:

Ambient, CLASSICAL: Orchestral Details: About Elven Moods II: Elven Moods II uses the legendary

'Vienna Symphonic library' to perform Hetoreyns music. Continuing with the romantic fantasy genre this

album promises to calm, relax, thrill, and chill anyone who listens to it. Recorded in a 24 bit / 96 khz

system and all sourced digitally. Mixed within Logic Pro 7 this album is an amazing orchestral creation of

fantasy music. The first 3 tracks on the album lead you gently into a fantasy realm, and draw you deeper

into the twilight world of the Night Elves. "The Gathering" Experience the mood of the scared spirits of the

moon and listen to the sound of the Elven temple. "By the Light Of The Moon" Then, in a departure from

the mystical, Hetoreyn takes us on an ambient journey through the lands. "Trip Through The Lands" In a

chilled out dance / ambient mood. And then we hear the somewhat humourous sound of little Faery

creatures engaged in their daily lives. The next 2 tracks take us back to a relaxed, romantic view of the

Elves forest home. And finally with the Song of the Moonsinger tribe to finish this part of the album.

"Forest Home" Next comes a suite, the 'Moonsinger Legacy'. This is 4 music pieces that Hetoreyn wrote

to coincide with a short story that he wrote about the Moonsinger tribe. This story will shortly be published

on this site, as it is undergoing some final re-drafts, and the music takes us into the realm of drama, "In

The Halls Of Doom" journeys and a fantastic epic battle to end the album on. "The Moonsinger Heroes"

With a running time of 56 minutes Elven Moods II is a perfect album to experience a roller coaster ride of

emotion and mood, with your favourite imaginary characters. That's the beauty, we provide the music,

you provide the imagery. Just lock the doors .. take the phone off the hook, and fire up the stereo set and

close your eyes. Because once the CD begins, you won't want anything to stop it.
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